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INT. Cassie Munroe's House.

Cassie Munreo is a seventeen 
yearold girl, she is down stairs
with her dad, mom and best friend
Lizzy Oni.

Her Mom's name is Sally Munroe and 
her dad's name is Alan Munroe.

			ALAN
		Okay Cassie, me and 
		your mom will be gone
		for a couple of days
		so behave your self.

			SALLY
		Right, and don't go get 
		knocked up.

			CASSIE
		Don't worry, I wont.

			LIZZY 
		Don't worry, I'll keep an
		eye on her.

			SALLY
		All right, numbers are on 
		the fridge and you behave 
		yourself, I don't want to
		come home and you being in
		trouble, agian.

Alan hands Cassie fifty dollars.

			ALAN
		Here's money for food and 
		now we'll be leaving.

Alan and Sally getup from the couch.

			SALLY
		Be carefull.

			CASSIE
		We will.

Sally and Alan leave.

			CASSIE
		Finally, there gone, call 
		pizza man and I'll call
		David, Alex, and Sean.

			LIZZY
		Don't forget to tell them
		to bring beer.

			CASSIE
		Whatever.

Lizzy picks up the phone and dails
Pizza Hut. 

Cassie picks up the phone and
calls David, Alex, and Sean.

			CASSIE
		Hello?

David answers.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		Hey Cassie, what ya want?

			CASSIE
		If you and Alex and Sean 
		come over.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		Sure, do you want me to 
		bring over anything?

			CASSIE
		Nope, Just bring You Alex 
		and Sean.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		All right, be there in a 
		minute.

Cassie hangs up.

			LIZZY
		The Pizza man should be 
		here any minute now.

CUT TO:
	Outside.

EXT. OUTSIDE

A shadow holding a machette
and a girls head.

Its Jason Voorhees, Jason drops
the head and walks up to Cassie's
home.

CUT TO:
	Doorbell ringing.

INT. LIVING ROOM

			LIZZY
		I'll get it.

Lizzy gets up and at the door
is the pizza man.

			PIZZA MAN
		Ok, that will be Ten 
		Fourty-Five.

			LIZZY
		Heres Fiffteen, keep the 
		change.

			PIZZA MAN
		Thanks, have a great night 						              
		and enjoy your pizza.

			LIZZY
		We will.

Te Pizza Man walks off.

Lizzy closes the door.

			CASSIE
		How much was the pizza?

			LIZZY
		Only Ten Fourty-Five, but I 
`gave him fifteen, he keep 
		the change.

Someone knocks on the door.

			CASSIE
		I'll get it.

Its David, Alex, and Sean.

			CASSIE
		Hey, come on in.

			DAVID
		I had to bring Meaghan with              
		us, she wanted to see you 
		and Lizzy.

			CASSIE
		That's cool, where is she?

			MEAGHAN
		Right here.

Meaghan gives Cassie a hug.

			CASSIE
		Hey Meaghan.

			LIZZY
		Hey Meaghan.

			MEAGHAN
		Lizzy!

Meaghan runs over to Lizzy and hugs her.

David walks over to Cassie.

			DAVID
		Cassie, there was a man 
		outside with a machette, he
		looked like Jason Voorhees.

			DAVID (Con'd)
		We Might want to leave 
		here.

Alex walks over to Cassie and David.

			ALEX
		What you guys talkin about.

			CASSIE
		Stay out of this 		stronghold!
	
Sean walks over to Alex.

			SEAN	
		Leave the couple alone.

Lizzy walks over to Sean and
punches him in the sholder.

			SEAN
		Ouch, you hit hard!

CLOSE UP: Meaghan falling asleep.

CUT TO:
	Meaghan's nightmare.

Meaghan is in the boiler room, 
where Freddy lives.

EXT. BOILER ROOM

			MEAGHAN
		Where am I?

Freddy walks up to her.

			FREDDY
		Hell.

CUT TO:
	Everybody arguing.

Meaghan starts to yell and kick.

Everybody turns around and runs to her.

			ALEX
		WAKE HER UP!

CUT TO:
	Freddy chasing Meahan.

CUT TO:
	Lizzy pouring cold ice water
	on her.

Meaghan wakes up.

			MEAGHAN
		DAVID!

David grabs Meaghans hand.

			DAVID
		Are you okay?

			MEAGHAN
		Yeah, I just fell asleep
		     (Beat)
		And had a bad dream.

			DAVID
		You want to go home?

			MEAGHAN
		No, its okay.

CUT TO:
	Dream World.

EXT. DREAM WORLD
	
			FREDDY
		They have forgot about me!
		

			FREDDY(Cont'd)
		I might have to do this my self,
		or not.

Freddy transforms into Pamela Voorhees,
Jason Voorhees Mother.

Freddy walks off as Pamela Voorhees.

CUT TO:
	Cassie's house.

INT. CASSIE HOME

CUT TO:
	Alex and Lizzy on the couch.

			ALEX
		Did you see a guy in a hockey 
		mask anywhere?

			LIZZY
		No clue what your talking about.

Alex stands up and walks outside.

			LIZZY
		Where are you going?

Jason is in front of Alex.

			LIZZY
		ALEX, WATCH OUT!

Jason Impalles his Machette into Alex.

			LIZZY
		ALEX!

CUT TO:
	Alex

Alex starts to spit up blood
as Jason takes Alex of the bloody
Machette and throws him into the
wall.

Jason see's Lizzy on the couch crying.

			LIZZY
		Somebody help me!

Cassie, David, Sean, and Meaghan
run into the livingroom.

			SEAN
		What happen to Alex!?

			CASSIE
		Meaghan, you stay in the
		kitchen.

CUT TO:
	Meghan crying in the
	kitchen.

CUT TO:
	Living room with
	Jason.

Lizzy gets off the couch
and runs up stairs.

			CASSIE
		What do we do?!

David brakes the glass on the shotgun.

			DAVID
		Fucker!

David shoots Jason in the stomach.

Jason stepps back and walks upstairs.

			CASSIE
		Lizzy is up there, we have 
		to help her!

			DAVID
		Your right, stay here.

CUT TO
	Cassie's Room

INT. BEDROOM

Lizzy grabs a metal pole out of
Cassie's closet.

CUT TO:
	Outside.

EXT. OUTSIDE

			DAVID
		Lizzy, Jump!

Lizzy looks outside and jumps
and then jason cuts her back
with the machette.

Lizzy screams in pain.

			LIZZY
		Fuck!

			MEAGHAN	
		Hurry Lizzy he's coming!

Lizzy stands up and runs with the
rest of the group.

CUT TO:
	Police station

INT. POLICE STATION

			DAVID
		There was a man in a hockey mask 
		and he attacked us.

			OFFICER
		Ok, what her look like?

			DAVID
		He had a Hockey mask... Whatever,
	       I know who he is.

			OFFICER
		Well then, who?

			DAVID
		I know this is going to sound
		crazy, its Jason Voorhees.

The officer chuckels

			OFFICER
		Look kid, Jason Voorhees is dead,
		and he will stay dead forever.

			DAVID
		Officer, I'm not lying, Look at my 
		friends back.

Lizzy walks over and 
lifts up her shrit to 
reavle a cut oin her back.

			OFFICER
		Look kid...

Meaghan walks up to the Officer.

			MEAGHAN
		Look ass-hole me and my
		friends are being chased
		by Jason Voorhees, just
		accept that he's not dead.

			OFFICER
		I don't know who you think
		your talking too but...

			MEAGHAN
		I know who I'm talking to, an
		ass-hole who thinks a group of
		kids are crayzy, Look at My friends	
		back!

			OFFICER
		I think you need to leave now.

They walk out.

			MEAGHAN
		You sick...

The door shuts in her face as she
lips out the word Fuck.

EXT. OUTSIDE

			LIZZY
		I'm going home.

			CASSIE
		Are you going to be ok.

			SEAN
		All right, I'll walk out home.

			LIZZY
		Thanks.

Sean and Lizzy leave.

Cassie starts crying.

			DAVID
		Cassie, you can go home with us.

			CASSIE
		Thanks.

FADE INTO:
          David's house.
	

David, Meaghan, and Cassie
arrive at the house.

EXT. LIVING ROOM

Meaghan runs upstiars.

			MEAGHAN
		I'm going to bged, night Cassie

			CASSIE
		Good Night.

			DAVID
		Mom will be up stairs in a minute.

			MEAGHAN
		All right, good night.

Meaghan walks upstiars

			CASSIE
		She's a good kid.

			DAVID
		Sometime, Only Sometimes.

			MEAGHAN
		I heard that!

			DAVID
		Go to bed Meaghan!

Meaghan shuts her door.

			CASSIE
		I don't think I'm going 
		to fall asleep tonight.

Cassie turns around and sees that David
has fallen asleep.

			CASSIE
		Oh well, I guess that I'll just 
		watch some T.V. then.

Cassie grabs the remote and turns on the
television.

She turns on to the T.V. series 'Lost'

The cable goes out.

			CASSIE
		What now?

The cable come back on with Freddy
Krueger's face on.

			FREDDY 
		I'm coming for you Cassie.

			CASSIE
		What?

Cassie changes the channel but every
channel has Freddy on it.

			CASSIE
		Whatever.

Cassie cuts off the Televison.

			CASSIE
		Damn thing must be broken.

All of the sudden the front door 
opens.

Cassie gets up and walks outside.

INT. OUTSIDE
	
			CASSIE
		Hello?

The Dream Children start singing.

			DREAM CHILDREN
		One Two Freddy's Coming 
		for you...

Freddy shows up.

			CASSIE
		Hey!

Freddy walks up in front of her.

			FREDDY
		Hey Cassie.

Freddy wraps his tounge around her.

			FREDDY (con'd)
		I'm going to kill all 
		off you little friends.

Cassie tries to break loose but no
luck.

			FREDDY(con'd)
		Then I'm going to kill you!

Cassie starts screaming.

CUT TO:
	Cassie waking up.

EXT. LIVING ROOM

David and Meaghan are shaking 
Cassie to wake her up.

			MEAGHAN
		Cassie wake up!

Cassie wakes up screaming.

			CASSIE
		What time is it?

			DAVID
		Midnight.

			CASSIE
		I've got to get home!

			DAVID
		What? I thought you we're 
		going to stay here.

			CASSIE
		Yeah but what if someone breaks
		in.

David sighs and wipes his hand
across his face.

			DAVID
		All right, but how will you get home?

			DAVID (con'd)
		I'll drive you.

			CASSIE
		No, you two go get some sleep, I'll
		walk.

			DAVID
		All right, you can go.

Cassie gets up and walks outside.

FADE TO:
	  At School

INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY

Fiona Anderson is one of
Cassie friends.

			FIONA
		Cassie, what happen last night?

			CASSIE
		Jason Voorhees broke in the house
		and killed Alex.

			FIONA
		What are you talking about,
		Cassie, Jason Voorhees is dead.

			CASSIE
		That's the same thing that the
		police said.

			FIONA
		All right, I belive you.

			CASSIE
		I also had this crazy dream
		it was about this weird guy
		who wrapped his tounge around
		me and said he is going to kill
		all of my friends.

			FIONA
		What did he look like.

Lizzy and David catches up 
to them.

			LIZZY
		Hey Fiona, Hey Cassie.

			FIONA
		Hey guys, I'm going to get
		a soad, do you guys want one?

			CASSIE
		No, I'm fine.

			LIZZY
		I'll take one.

			FIONA
		Okay, what do you want?

			LIZZY
		Coke will be fine.

Fiona walks off to the drink
machine.

			CASSIE
		This man in my dream, he was
		very real.

			DAVID
		Wait, where's Sean?

			LIZZY
		Didn't you hear, he 
		died last night.

			CASSIE
		How?

			LIZZY
		They found him sliced up.

			LIZZY (con'd)
		And get this, they said 
		he was killed in his dreams.

			CASSIE
		Wait, he was killed in his
		dream, that dude killed him.

			DAVID
		What? how?!

			CASSIE
		I don't know yet, I'll
		check out a book in the
		libray today.

Fiona walks up to lizzy and hands her 
the drink.

			LIZZY
		Thanks.

The bell rings.

CUT TO:
	Cassie at the libray.

INT. LIBRAY

Cassie checks out two books 
and walks home.

INT. Living room.

Cassie calls David.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		Hey, do you need anything?

			CASSIE
		Where going to find Jason 
		and kill him for good.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		How?

			CASSIE
		I don't know but get everybody,
		get Meaghan, Lizzy and Fiona.

			DAVID (O.S.)
		Okay, I hope you know what
		your doing.

			DAVID (con'd)(O.S.)
		All right bye.

			CASSIE
		Bye.

Cassie hangs up.

Someone knocks on the door.

			CASSIE
		Coming!

Cassie runs down stars.

They ring the door bell.

			CASSIE
		I'm coming! Jesus.

She answers the door and
its Detective Bianca Yellows
and Detective	Casey Woo.
		 	BIANCA 
		Hello, are you Cassie Munreo?

			CASEY
		Me and my Partner would like
		you to answer some questions.

			CASSIE
		All right, come in.

			CASEY
Are your parents home?

			CASSIE
		No, they left yesterday, 
		they wont be back until 
		Tommorow.

			BIANCA
		Ok, These are questions					
		about your friends.

			CASSIE
		Ok.

			CASEY
		How long did you know Alexander 
		Kelly Stronghold?

			CASSIE
		For about three years before his death.

			CASEY
		Ok, what about Sean Leon Oliver?

			CASSIE
		I meet him last year, he is my
		ex-boyfriend.
		
			CASSIE (con'd)
		I'm I the olny one who you have 
		asked question to?

			BIANCA
		No, we also asked Elizabeth Oni.

Cassie's home phone rings.

			CASSIE
		Sorry.

			BIANCA
		Its ok.

Cassie answers the phone.

Its Meaghan.

			MEAGHAN (O.S.)
		Hey Cassie, David wanted
		me to tell you that he has 
		gone to kill Jason.

			CASSIE
		What!

			CASSIE (con'd)
		He can't fight him alone!

Cassie hangs up.

Cassie stars to panic.

			CASEY
		Are you okay?

			CASSIE
		My friend, he's going to die!

			BIANCA
		How?

			CASSIE
		Jason Voorhees.

			BIANCA
		Lets go.

			CASSIE
		What, you can't just leave me!

			CASEY
		Just watch us.

			CASSIE
		what the hell is wrong with
		you?!

Freddy Krueger comes up.

			FREDDY
		Just watch me!

Freddy pushes Cassie on the couch.

			CASSIE
		No!

			FREDDY
		Bitch!

Freddy jumps on Cassie.

			CASSIE
INT. VANHelp Me!

Cassie wakes up in a van
above Fiona, David, Lizzy, and
Meaghan.

			CASSIE
		What's going on?

			FIONA
		You were dreaming.

			CASSIE
		What, do you mean?

			LIZZY
		Dreaming, All of us has had 	
		nightmares about Freddy Krueger.

			DAVID
		Yeah, and we are going to kill Jason
		and Freddy.

			MEAGHAN
		And we're all going to help.

			CASSIE
		So, how are we going to kill Jason,
		he wont die?

			CASSIE (con'd)
		And how are we going to kill
		freddy?

			DAVID
		I'm going to go to sleep and bring
		Freddy out of my dream.

			FIONA
		So, you ready.

			DAVID
		Lets do it.

They all get out of the van.

Lizzy, Fiona, David, Meaghan, and Cassie
gewt out of the van.

EXT. OUTSIDE

The cold dark air stirs up
a brezze.

Jason stands in front of them.

			FIONA
		Run!

Fiona, Lizzy, and Meaghan run into
the wood.

Cassie and David run into a cabin.

			CASSIE
		What do we do?!

David takes a sleeping pill.

			CASSIE
		What the fuck are you doing?

			DAVID
		Hold my hand.

Cassie takes David's hand.

CUT TO:
	Woods.

EXT. WOODS

Jason stands in front of
Lizzy.

			LIZZY
		No!

Jason impalles Lizzy into a tree.

			FIONA
		Lizzy!

Jason turns around.

CUT TO:
	The Dream World

INT. BOLIER ROOM

			DAVID
		Come on.

Freddy stands behind them.

			CASSIE
		Got you.

Cassie grabs Freddy.

CUT TO:
	David, Cassie, and Freddy.

INT. CABIN

			FREDDY
		I have had enough of 
		you and your fucking
		friends.

			DAVID
		Fuck You!

David impalles Freddy with a 
iron pipe.

			FREDDY
		Do you think that can 
		stop me?

Freddy pulls the iron pipe out
of his mouth and throughs it on
the floor.

David and Cassie run out of
the cabin.

			CASSIE
		Fiona, Meaghan, Lizzy!

Fiona with Meaghan run out
of the woods 

			DAVID
		Where's Lizzy?

			FIONA
		Jason killed her.

			CASSIE
		You piece of Shit Jason!

Jason walks infront of Freddy.

			FREDDY
		These are my Children!

Freddy impalles Jason in the
stomach.

Jason cuts off Freddy's arm.

Freddy jumps and kicks Jason in
the back.

			FREDDY
		Here's Freddy!

Freddy grabs Jason's Machette
and impalles him and then snaps
his fingers and then jason is in
a large puddle of water.

			FIONA
		Oh No!

			DAVID
		We have to keep them fighting!

Freddy dissapers and then appers behind
Meaghan.

			FIONA
		No Freddy!

Fiona pushes Freddy and runs over
to get Jason up out of the water.

			CASSIE
		Fiona, don't!

Cassie runs to get Fiona.

Jason stands up and grabs Fiona
by the neck.

			DAVID
		Fiona!

David Cassie and Meaghan run to help
Fiona.

Freddy catches up to Meaghan.

			FREDDY
		Hello Meaghan, come with me.

			MEAGHAN
		I Wont!

			FIONA
		Just go!

Jason smashes Fiona on a tree we're
a tree branch impalles her in the stomach.

David looks behind him and he see's 
Freddy draging Meaghan in the woods.

			DAVID
		Meaghan!

David runs off leaving Cassie with
Jason Voorhees.

Jason walks over to Cassie as she
takes off running after Freddy.

INT. WOODS

			CASSIE
		Freddy! You Came for me!

Cassie keeps on running.

Cassie see's David pinning down Freddy.

			DAVID
		He killed Meaghan!

Cassie looks on the ground and sees
Meaghan on the ground dead.

			CASSIE
		You Sick Mother Fucker.

			FREDDY
		Kids, no respect for their 
		elder's any more.

Freddy pushes of David and runs for 
Cassie.

			DAVID
		Run Cassie, Run!

Cassie runs to a lake.

Cassie sees a samll case of 
gasoline.

Cassie pulls out a lighter
in her pocket.

			CASSIE	
		Yes!

Cassie grabs a large branch
and lights it on fire.

David runs to Cassie and as David 
is running Jason immpales David
in the head.
	
			CASSIE
		David, no!

Cassie jumps into the lake and Jason 
stands up in front of the lake.

			CASSIE
		What Jaosn, you can't be 
		scared of a little water
		can you?

Cassie walks out of the lake and 
steps behind Jason and kicks Jason
in the lake.

			CASSIE
		One down, one more to go.

The buring stick is taking over the
hole lake.

			CASSIE
		Where are you Freddy?!

			FREDDY
		Look behind you.

Cassie looks behind her and sees
Freddy Kreueger.

			FREDDY
		Are you sure you wanna
		fight this?

			CASSIE
		I was born ready.

Cassie runs to a tree and kicks off
it and knocks Freddy in the head.

			FREDDY
		Bitch.

			CASSIE
		Why did you kill all the
		kids on elm street?!

			FREDDY
		Their parent killed me.

Cassie charges at full force and knocks 
Freddy down out of the woods.

			FREDDY
		Bring it baby.

Cassie runs to the lake.

			CASSIE
		Fucker!

			FREDDY
		Come on Baby and can 
		go all night!

Cassie grabs Freddy's hand and throws
him in the fire.

Freddy dies in the fire and burns.

			CASSIE
		Freddy and Jason are now 
		both dead.

CUT TO:
Freddy's arm moving.

CUT TO:
Jason's coming out of the water.

FADE TO:
Credits

END


